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Abstract

Consider a matching problem, in which agents arrive to a marketplace over time
and leave after d time periods. Agents can only be matched while present in the
marketplace. Each pair of agents can yield a different match value and a social planner
seeks to maximize the total value from matches over a finite time horizon.

First we study the case in which vertices arrive in an adversarial order. We provide
a randomized 1/4-competitive algorithm building on a result by Feldman et al. (2009a)
and Lehmann et al. (2006). When departure times are drawn independently from a
distribution with non-decreasing hazard rate, for which we establish a 1/8-competitive
algorithm. When the arrival order is chosen uniformly at random, a batching algorithm
which computes a maximum-weighted matching every (d + 1) periods, is shown to be
0.279-competitive.

Keywords: Edge-weighted online matching, non-bipartite matching, windowed match-
ing, adversarial arrivals, random order arrivals.

1 Introduction

We study the following online weighted matching problem. Agents, represented as vertices
in a general (not necessarily bipartite) graph, arrive sequentially in a market over n time
periods. Potential matches, represented by non-directed edges, have heterogeneous weights
(match values). Each agent that is not matched within d time periods leaves the market
unmatched. The edges between two vertices along with its weight is observed only when
both the agents are in the market. The goal is to design an online matching algorithm that
generates a matching with as large total weight as possible. After d time period since arrival,
a vertex is said to be critical at which point the algorithm must decide either to match it
with one of its existing neighbors or leave it unmatched.

Our problem is partly inspired by the challenge ride-sharing platforms face when at-
tempting to carpool passengers. Agents in our problem can be viewed as passengers who
request to share a ride. Leaving unmatched after d periods can be interpreted as sending a
passenger who requests to carpool on a single trip instead of being matched with another
passenger. Needless to say, the problem in consideration focuses on the matching angle and
abstracts away from relevant carpooling features, such as prices (Vickrey, 1965), costs, travel
destinations and even possible predictions over future demand.

We begin by studying the setting in which vertices arrive in an adversarial order. We
introduce a 1/4-competitive algorithm termed POSTPONED GREEDY (PG). We also show
a hardness result that no algorithm achieves a competitive ratio that is higher than 1/2.

The key idea behind PG is to consider a virtual bipartite graph, in which each vertex is
duplicated into a buyer and a seller copy. Next we proceed in a manner similar to Feldman
et al. (2009a): tentatively match each arriving buyer copy to the seller copy that maximizes
its margin, i.e. the difference between the weight of its edge with the seller and the weight
of the seller’s current matched edge. We enforce that the seller copy does not match before
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the vertex becomes critical. This allows to postpone the matching decision and learn more
about the graph structure and the likely matchings.

We extend the model to the case in which departure of vertices are determined stochas-
tically according to a memoryless distribution. If departure times of vertices are revealed
to the algorithm just when they become critical and are about to leave the market, the PG
algorithm can be adapted to achieve a competitive ratio of 1/8.

Next we study the setting in which vertices arrive in a random order. We analyze a
BATCHING algorithm which, every d+1 time steps, computes a maximum weighted match-
ing among the last d + 1 arrivals.1 Vertices that do not match within the batch, leave and
remain unmatched forever. We show that when the number of vertices is sufficiently large,
batching is 0.279-competitive. We note that in contrast to our result, Aouad and Saritac
(2020) show that BATCHING can be arbitrarily bad in a different setting where vertices
have widely heterogeneous sojourn times in the market. (Also note that their negative result
holds in the cost minimization version of the problem.)

The analysis of the BATCHING algorithm proceeds in three steps. First, we show that
the competitive ratio is bounded by the solution to a graph covering problem. Second, we
show how covers for small graphs can be extended to covers for larger graphs. Finally, we
establish a reduction that allows us to consider only a finite set of values for d. The proof
concludes with a computer-aided argument for graphs in the finite family.

Note that in several models of online matching with adversarial arrivals, it is not possible
to obtain any constant competitive ratio for edge-weighted graphs. At a high level, the dif-
ficulty stems from the inherent trade-off between matching a vertex with a current neighbor
(in which case it foregoes a potential high value future match) and waiting in anticipation
of future arrivals (in which case it foregoes current matches and a future match may never
arrive). In the case of classic bipartite matching, Feldman et al. (2009a) circumvented this
difficulty by imposing the free disposal assumption which lets an offline vertex tentatively
match an arriving online vertex (so as to not forego the current possibility) while keeping
the option open to revoke the match in future for a better one (so as to not forego a fu-
ture better possibility). In our model, the difficulty is circumvented because of the crucial
guarantee that vertices depart in order of arrivals (deterministically or stochastically). This
allows us to commit the match for a vertex only after learning all its match possibilities
with constant probability. Our techniques of making separate copies of arriving vertices
and postponing match decisions to better learn the graph structure might find use in other
matching problems where this crucial property of relatively homogeneous sojourn times and
orderly departures is guaranteed.

Note that our bounds do not specifically depend on the parameter d which control depar-
tures. For the adversarial order of arrivals, our results essentially depend upon the guarantee
that for any two vertices, there is a constant probability that the vertex that arrives earlier
departs earlier as well. (See proposition 7.) This is in particular guaranteed when each vertex
stays in the system for exactly d time steps. For the random order of arrivals, the parameter

1Batching is commonly used in ride-sharing platforms as well as in numerous kidney exchange platforms
(from personal communications).
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d essentially defines the structure of the algorithm by setting the batching window.

Related Literature This paper contributes to the literature on online matching. In the
classic problem, introduced in Karp et al. (1990), the graph is bipartite with vertices on one
side waiting, while those on the other side arriving sequentially that have to be matched (or
left unmatched forever) immediately and irrevocably upon arrival. This work has numerous
extensions, for example to stochastic arrivals and in the adwords context Mehta et al. (2007);
Goel and Mehta (2008); Feldman et al. (2009b); Manshadi et al. (2011); Jaillet and Lu (2013).
See Mehta (2013) for a detailed survey. Our work contributes to this literature in three ways.
First, our graph can be non-bipartite, which is the case in applications such as ride-sharing
and kidney exchange. Second, all vertices arrive over time and remain for some given time
until they are matched or hit their deadline and depart. Third, we provide algorithms that
perform well on edge-weighted graphs. Closely related are Huang et al. (2018, 2019), which
study a similar model to ours in the non-weighted case, but allow departure times to be
adversarial. The results in Huang et al. (2018) are obtained by extending the primal-dual
analysis technique of Devanur et al. (2013) with a novel gain sharing and compensation
mechanism. However, those techniques do not extend to our edge-weighted case. Another
related work is Aouad and Saritac (2020) which studies dynamic stochastic matching on edge-
weighted graphs where vertex arrivals and departures are stochastic and heterogeneous. In
particular, vertices of different types arrive as independent Poisson processes and abandon
with different rates. The weight of an edge between two vertices is a function of their types.
In the reward maximization version of their problem, the authors give a matching algorithm
with an approximation ratio of e−1

4e
. The analysis of the algorithm is based on a novel linear

programming based fluid relaxation of their problem.
Several papers consider the problem of dynamic matching in the edge-weighted case.

Feldman et al. (2009a) find that in the classic online bipartite setting, no algorithm achieves
a constant approximation. They introduce a free disposal assumption, which allows an offline
vertex to discard its existing match vertex in favor of a new arriving vertex. They show,
based on an algorithm by Lehmann et al. (2006), that a greedy algorithm that matches a
vertex to the vertex with highest marginal utility, is 0.5-competitive. We build on this result
for a special class of bipartite graphs. Ezra et al. (2020) studied edge weighted matching
in general graphs under the vertex and edge arrival models in the secretary setting. Their
vertex arrival model somewhat resembles the random order arrival in our model but vertices
do not depart the system in their model. They showed a competitive ratio of 5

12
for their

case. In the adversarial setting, Emek et al. (2016); Ashlagi et al. (2017) study the problem
of minimizing the sum of distances between matched vertices and the sum of their waiting
times. In their model no vertex leaves unmatched. Few papers consider the stochastic setting
(Baccara et al., 2015; Ozkan and Ward, 2020; Hu and Zhou, 2020). These papers find that
some waiting before matching is beneficial for improving efficiency.

The paper is also related to several other streams of literature. One stream of papers
is concerned with job or packet scheduling. Jobs arrive online to a buffer, and reveal upon
arrival the deadline by which they need to be scheduled. The algorithm can schedule at most
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one job per time and the value of scheduling a job is independent of the time slot. Constant
approximation algorithms are given by Chin et al. (2006) and Li et al. (2005).

This paper is motivated by ride-sharing challenges. It is worth noting that carpooling,
as argued by Ostrovsky and Schwarz (2018), is a major technological advancement towards
reducing congestion and traffic costs (and, as they quote from the US census bureau, more
than 75% of the US population still drive alone to work). Santi et al. (2014) finds that
about 80% of rides in Manhattan could be shared by two passengers. Most studies focus on
rebalancing or dispatching problems without pooling (Pavone et al., 2012; Zhang and Pavone,
2014; Santi et al., 2014; Spieser et al., 2016; Banerjee et al., 2018; Kanoria and Qian, 2019).
Alonso-Mora et al. (2017) studies real-time high-capacity ride-sharing. However, these papers
do not consider a graph-theoretic online matching problem.

Finally, several papers study dynamic matching problems that are motivated by kidney
exchange challenges (Ünver, 2010; Anderson et al., 2015; Dickerson et al., 2013; Ashlagi
et al., 2019; Blum and Mansour, 2020). These papers mostly focus on random graphs with
no weights. Closer to our paper is Akbarpour et al. (2020), which finds that in a sparse
random graph, knowledge about the departure time of a vertex is beneficial and matching
a vertex only when it becomes critical performs well. We deviate from these papers in
two ways; we consider the edge-weighted case, and, we make no assumption on the graph
structure.

2 Model

Let [n] = {1, . . . , n}. Consider an edge-weighted undirected graph G with n vertices indexed
by i ∈ [n]. We will let vij ≥ 0 denote the weight (or value) of the undirected edge between
vertices i and j.

The vertices arrive sequentially over n time periods, denoted by t ∈ [n]. Denote by σ(i)
the arrival time of vertex i. For any two vertices i and j with σ(i) < σ(j), the weight on the
edge between i and j is observed only after vertex j has arrived.

For d ≥ 1, the online graph with deadline d, denoted by Gd,σ, has the same vertices
as G, and an edge between vertices i and j in G exists if an only if |σ(i) − σ(j)| ≤ d. We
say that i becomes critical at time σ(i) + d.

An online matching algorithm receives as input a graph Gd,σ and determines at each
period which vertices to match with each other (if at all); vertices can be matched only
between the time they arrived and the time they become critical.

Given the order σ, the value of the maximum weight matching that can be generated is
given by the integer program (Offline Matching).

maximize
∑

i,j∈[n]: i<j, |σ(i)−σ(j)|≤d

xijvij

subject to
∑

j∈[n]: i<j

xij +
∑

j∈[n]: j<i

xji ≤ 1 ∀i ∈ [n],

xij ∈ {0, 1} ∀i < j, i, j ∈ [n].

(Offline Matching)
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The goal is to develop an online algorithm that for each graph Gd,σ outputs a matching
with a large total weight. More precisely, we seek to design a randomized online algorithm
that obtains in expectation a high fraction of the expected maximum-weight of a matching
over Gd,σ.

Two models for arrivals of vertices will be considered in this paper. First is the adversarial
Order(AO) setting, in which σ(i) = i. Second is the random order (RO) setting, in which
σ is sampled uniformly at random from Sn, the set of all possible permutations over [n] =
{1, . . . , n}.

To illustrate a natural trade-off, consider the example in Figure 1 for d = 1. At time 2, the
online algorithm can either match vertices 1 and 2 or let vertex 1 remain unmatched. This
simple example shows that no deterministic algorithm can obtain a constant competitive
ratio. Furthermore, no algorithm can achieve a competitive ratio higher than 1/2.

1 2 3

v1,2 = 1 v2,3 = y

Figure 1: Let d = 1. Therefore, there is no edge between vertices 1 and 3. The algorithm
needs to decide whether to match 1 with 2 and collect v1,2 without knowing y.

3 Adversarial Order of Arrivals

It is instructive to first consider a special case which we call the constrained bipartite case.
Here, the underlying input graph is bipartite. For exposition purposes, we refer to vertices
on one side of the bipartition as buyers and on the other side as sellers. The online graph is
further constrained so that there is no edge between a buyer and a seller if the buyer arrives
before the seller. For such graphs, we will show that a greedy algorithm given by Feldman
et al. (2009a) is 0.5-competitive.

We will then build on this algorithm to design a randomized 1/4-competitive algorithm
for arbitrary graphs. The algorithm we construct will transform the input graph into a
constrained bipartite graph in an online manner by making two copies, a seller copy and a
buyer copy, of each arriving vertex. We will prevent both copies of a vertex to be matched
by assigning vertices the status of a seller or a buyer in a synchronized random fashion.

3.1 Constrained Bipartite Case

Let G be a bipartite graph and σ be the order of arrivals. The online graph with deadline
d, Gd,σ, is called constrained bipartite if for every seller s and buyer b, there is no edge
between s and b if σ(b) < σ(s), i.e. b and s cannot match if b arrives before s.

Consider the following greedy algorithm, which attempts to match buyers in their arriving
order. The marginal value of a seller for an arriving buyer is defined as the increment in the
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match value for the seller if matched with the arriving buyer, i.e. the weight of the edge
between the seller and the arriving buyer minus the weight of the current matched edge of
the seller, if any. An arriving buyer b is matched to the seller with the highest marginal value
for the buyer if the marginal value is positive. If the seller is already matched with another
buyer b′, b′ becomes unmatched and never matches again. Note that a buyer gets only one
chance to get matched immediately on arrival but may subsequently get unmatched. The
algorithm is formally presented as Algorihm 1.

ALGORITHM 1: GREEDY (Feldman et al., 2009a)

• Input: constrained bipartite online graph with deadline d, Gd,σ.

• Let S denote the set of sellers that are still in the market. Set S = ∅.

• For each time period t = 1, . . . , n, process events in the following way:

1. Vertex j arrives:

(a) If j is a seller:

i. Initialize m(j) = null and p(j) = 0.

ii. S ← S ∪ {j}.
(b) If j is a buyer:

i. Set s = argmaxs′∈S{vs′j − p(s′)}.
ii. If vsj − p(s) > 0, set m(s) = j and p(s) = vsj.

2. Vertex i becomes critical:

(a) If i is a seller:

i. match i to buyer b = m(i) if m(i) 6= null.

ii. S ← S \ {i}.

Proposition 1 (Feldman et al. (2009a)). GREEDY is 1/2-competitive for constrained bipar-
tite online graphs.

Feldman et al. (2009a) prove that this algorithm is 1/2-competitive for an online matching
problem with free disposal. In their setting, all seller exists in the system at the outset and
buyers arrive one at a time. Buyers needs to be matched immediately on arrival or left
unmatched forever. A matched seller is allowed to forego its previous match and form a
new match at any point (in which case the buyer which was its previous match becomes
unmatched). The algorithm provides the same guarantees for a constrained bipartite graph
since, by definition of such a graph, any seller with whom an arriving buyer has an edge is
guaranteed to have already arrived. Thus, from the point view of the algorithm, it makes no
difference to assume that all the sellers are present in the system at the outset. The result,
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in fact, follows from a result by Lehmann et al. (2006) who study combinatorial auctions
with submodular valuations. The key behind the proof is that the marginal value of a seller
for an arriving buyer is submodular. For completeness, we include a formal proof below.

Proof of Proposition 1. Let pf (s) be the final match value for a seller node s. Let q(b) be the
largest positive marginal value of an already arrived seller that is still in the market when
buyer b arrives: q(b) = max{maxs{vsb − p(s)}, 0}, where p(s) is the match value of seller s
when buyer b arrives. We call q(b) the margin for buyer b. Since every increase in the match
value of a seller is associated with the margin of a buyer, we have∑

s:seller

pf (s) =
∑
b:buyer

q(b).

Let ALG be the weight of the matching constructed by GREEDY. We have ALG =∑
s pf (s). Let OFF be the maximum weight of any matching that can be constructed.

To obtain an upper bound on OFF, consider the dual of the offline matching linear pro-
gram (Offline Matching).

minimize
∑
i∈[n]

λi

subject to λi + λj ≥ vij ∀i, j ∈ [n], s.t. i < j, |σ(i)− σ(j)| ≤ d
λi ≥ 0 ∀i ∈ [n].

(Offline Dual)

Consider an edge between seller s and buyer b. When buyer b arrives, we have q(b) ≥
vsb−p(s). Since the value of a seller’s match never decreases during the run of the algorithm,
we also have pf (s) ≥ p(s). Thus, pf (s) + q(b) ≥ vsb, and {pf (s)}s:seller ∪ {q(b)}b:buyer is a
feasible solution to (Offline Dual).

We conclude OFF ≤
∑

s p
f (s) +

∑
b q(b) = 2

∑
s p

f (s) = 2ALG.

3.2 General Case

In this section, we extend the GREEDY algorithm for the constrained bipartite case to the
general case. A naive way to generate an constrained bipartite online graph from an arbitrary
input graph is to randomly assign each vertex to be either a seller or a buyer, independently
and with probability 1/2. Then only keep the edges between each buyer and all the sellers
who arrived before her. Observe that for vertices i, j with σ(i) < σ(j), edge (i, j) in the
original graph remains in the generated constrained bipartite online graph with probability
1/4 (if i is a seller and j is a buyer). We then use Proposition 1 to prove that naive greedy
is 1/8-competitive.

Corollary 1. NAIVE GREEDY is 1/8-competitive for arbitrary online graphs.

One source of inefficiency in the NAIVE GREEDY algorithm is that the decision whether
a vertex becomes a seller or a buyer is done independently at random and without taking
the graph structure into consideration. We next introduce the POSTPONED GREEDY
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ALGORITHM 2: NAIVE GREEDY

• Input: an online graph with deadline d, Gd,σ.

• For each time period t = 1, . . . , n:

1. Toss a fair coin to decide whether arriving vertex j is a seller or a buyer.
Construct the online constrained bipartite graph G̃(d, σ) by only keeping the
edges between each buyer and the sellers who arrived before her.

2. Process vertex arrival and vertex becoming critical according to the GREEDY
algorithm on G̃(d, σ).

algorithm that defers these decisions as long as possible in order to construct the constrained
bipartite graph more carefully.

When a vertex j arrives, we add two copies of j to a virtual graph: a seller copy sj and
a buyer copy bj. Let St be the set of seller copies that have already arrived and still in the
market at period t. On arrival of vertex j at time period j, the seller copy sj does not have
any edge, and the buyer copy bj has edges with every vertex sr ∈ Sj with value vrj. (We
assume vrj = 0 if (r, j) is not an edge in the original graph.) Then we run the GREEDY
algorithm with the virtual graph as input. When a vertex i becomes critical, si becomes
critical in the virtual graph, and we compute its matches generated by GREEDY.

Both the seller and the buyer copies of a vertex can be matched in this process. If we
were to honor both matches, the outcome would correspond to a 2-matching, in which each
vertex has degree at most 2. Now observe that because of the structure of the constrained
bipartite graph, this 2-matching does not have any cycles; it is just a collection of disjoint
paths. We decompose each path into two disjoint matchings and choose each matching with
probability 1/2.

In order to do that, the algorithm must determine, for each original vertex i, whether
the seller copy si or the buyer copy bi will be used in the final matching. We say that i is a
seller or a buyer depending on which copy is used. The vertex i has its status undetermined
until the algorithm has determined which copy will be used. When an undetermined vertex
becomes critical, the algorithm flips a fair coin to decide whether it is a seller or buyer.
This decision is then propagated to the next vertex in the 2-matching: if i is a seller then
the next vertex will be a buyer and vice-versa. This mechanism ensures that assignments
are correlated and saves a factor 2 compared to uncorrelated assignments in the NAIVE
GREEDY algorithm.

Theorem 1. POSTPONED GREEDY is 1/4-competitive for arbitrary online graphs.

Proof. Let PG denote the expected weight of the matching constructed by the postponed
greedy algorithm. For a vertex i, let pf (si) denote the final value of its seller copy si’s match.
If the status of i is a seller, then PG collects pf (si). Note that a vertex gets the status of a
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seller with probability exactly 1/2 independently of the 2-matching.

PG = E

[ ∑
i is a seller

pf (si)

]
=

1

2

∑
i∈[n]

pf (si).

For a vertex j, we define the margin of its buyer copy to be the largest positive marginal
value of the seller copy of any previously arrived vertex that is still in the market when j
arrives: q(bj) = max{maxsr∈Sj vsrbj − p(sr), 0}. Here Sj demote the set of seller copies that
are still in the market at time step j (when vertex j arrives). Note that every increase in a
seller copy’s match value corresponds to a buyer copy’s margin. This implies∑

i∈[n]

pf (si) =
∑
j∈[n]

q(bj).

Let OFF be the value of the maximum weight matching that can be generated. Sim-
ilar to the proof of proposition 1, we obtain an upper bound on OFF by considering the
dual (Offline Dual) of the offline matching linear program (Offline Matching).

Note that σ(i) = i for the adversarial arrival order. Let i and j be two vertices with
i < j and j− i ≤ d. When j arrives, we have q(bj) ≥ vij − p(si). Together with the fact that
p(si) does not decrease over time, this implies that {pf (si) + q(bi)}i∈[n] is a feasible solution
to (Offline Dual).

We can conclude that OFF ≤
∑

i p
f (si) + q(bi) = 2

∑
i p

f (si) = 4PG.
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ALGORITHM 3: POSTPONED GREEDY

• Input: an online graph with deadline d, Gd,σ.

• Let S and B respectively denote the set of seller and buyer copies of vertices that are
still in the market. Set S = ∅ and B = ∅.

• For each time period t = 1, . . . , n, process events in the following way:

1. Vertex j arrives:

(a) Set the status of j to be undetermined.

(b) (Add a seller copy.) S ← S ∪ {sj}, m(sj) = null and p(sj) = 0.

(c) (Add a buyer copy.) B ← B ∪ {bj}.
(d) (Add edges between existing seller copies and arriving buyer copy.)

vsrbj = vrj ∀sr ∈ S.

(e) (Find a seller copy with highest marginal utility for the arriving buyer copy.)
sk = argmaxsr∈Svsrbj − p(sr).

(f) (Tentatively match if marginal utility is positive.) If vskbj − p(sk) > 0, set
m(sk) = bj and p(sk) = vskbj .

2. Vertex i becomes critical:

(a) If status of vertex i is undetermined, set it to be either seller or buyer with
probability 1/2 each.

(b) If m(si) 6= null:

i. Let m(si) = bl.

ii. If i is a seller, finalize the matching of vertex i with vertex l. Set the
status of vertex l to be a buyer.

iii. If i is a buyer: Set the status of vertex l to be a seller.

(c) (Remove the seller and buyer copies.) Set S ← S \ {si} and B ← B \ {bi}.

3.3 Hardness Results

This section establishes hardness results for the adversarial order setting.

Claim 1. When the input is a constrained bipartite graph:

1. No deterministic algorithm can obtain a competitive ratio above
√

5−1
2
≈ 0.618.

2. No randomized algorithm can obtain a competitive ratio above 4
5
.

Proof. For the first part, consider the example on the left of Figure 2. When seller 1 becomes
critical, the algorithm either matches her with buyer 3, or lets 1 depart unmatched. The
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adversary then chooses x accordingly. Thus the competitive ratio cannot exceed:

max

(
min
x∈{0,1}

√
5−1
2

+ x

ρ(x)
, min
x∈{0,1}

1

ρ(x)

)
=

√
5− 1

2
,

where ρ(x) = max(
√

5−1
2

+ x, 1).

For the second part consider the example on the right of Figure 2. Similar to the first part,
when seller 1 becomes critical, the algorithm decides to match her with 3 with probability
p. The adversary then chooses x accordingly. Thus the competitive ratio cannot exceed:

max
p∈[0,1]

min
x∈{0,1}

p(1/2 + x) + (1− p)
max(1/2 + x, 1)

= 4/5.

1 2 3 4

1

(
√

5−1)/2

x = 1 or 0

1 2 3 4

1

1/2

x = 1 or 0

Figure 2: Constrained bipartite graph with deadline d where S = {1, 2} and B = {3, 4},
with d = 2. Vertex 1 becomes critical before 4 arrives. The adversary is allowed to choose
the weight of edge (2, 4) to be either 1 or 0. Left: Instance for the deterministic case. Right:
Instance for the randomized case.

The next result shows that the analysis for POSTPONED GREEDY is tight.

Claim 2. There exists a constrained bipartite graph for which POSTPONED GREEDY is
1/(4−ε) -competitive.

Proof. Consider the input graph in Figure 3. Seller 2 gets temporarily matched with buyer
3, and seller 1 departs unmatched. When seller 2 becomes critical, with probability 1/2, she is
determined to be a buyer and departs unmatched. Therefore, PG collects 1/2 in expectation
while the offline algorithm collects 2− ε/2.
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1 2 3 4

1

1− ε
2

1

Figure 3: Constrained bipartite graph with deadline d = 2 where S = {1, 2} and B = {3, 4}.

3.4 Time-Decreasing Edge Weights

In several real-life matching markets, an online decision maker can make better decisions if
she waits longer for better matches to arrive. In doing so, the decision maker faces two issues.
One is the possibility of agents departing from the market unmatched which is considered
in this paper. Another is the fact that the perceived value of a match decreases over time
even when the agents are still in the market and can be matched. For example, ride-
sharing platforms face a trade-off between efficiency gains from better matches by delaying
the matching decision and deterioration of user experience with increased wait-times. Our
model ignores this fact and assumes edge-weights stay the same as long as agents are still in
the market. In this section, we show that the POSTPONED GREEDY algorithm loses its
guarantee if edges weights decrease over time.

1 2 3 4 2k − 1 2k 2k + 1 2k + 2 2k + d

1 1 1

Figure 4: n = 2k+d vertices arrive sequentially. Vertex 2j reveals an edge with vertex 2j−1
on arrival, for j = 1, 2, . . . , k. Other vertices reveal no edges on arrival. The weight of each
revealed edge is 1 initially and decreases by a discount factor 0 < α < 1 at each time step.

Consider the example in Figure 4. Vertices arrive online in n = 2k + d steps with vertex
i arriving in time step i. For j = 1, . . . , k, vertex 2j reveals an edge with vertex 2j − 1 on
arrival. Vertices 2j − 1 for j = 1, . . . k, and vertices 2k + i for i = 1, . . . , d reveal no edges
to previously arrived vertices on arrival. The weight of an edge is 1 when first revealed and
decreases by a discount factor 0 < α < 1 at each time step. The optimal online algorithm
matches vertex 2j − 1 with vertex 2j at time instant 2j, for j = 1, . . . , k, and collects a
total match weight of k. On the other hand, POSTPONED GREEDY matches vertex 2j−1
with vertex 2j with probability 1/2 at time step 2j − 1 + d, for j = 1, . . . , k, and collects
an expected match weight of kαd−1/2. The competitive ratio of αd−1/2 can be made smaller
than any constant by increasing d, proving that POSTPONED GREEDY cannot guarantee
a constant competitive ratio with adversarial arrival and time-decreasing edge weights.
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4 Random Order of Arrivals

The assumption that vertices arrive in adversarial order and the edge weights are chosen
adversarially is strong. This section considers the Random Order (RO) arrival model, in
which the adversary chooses the weights, but the vertices arrive in a random order.

We study a simple and natural algorithm called BATCHING under the random order
model and achieve a competitive ratio that improves upon the 1/4 ratio achieved for the ad-
versarial arrival model. In Section 4.2, we show that no algorithm can achieve a competitive
ratio better than 1/2 under the random order model.

4.1 Batching

The BATCHING algorithm computes and selects maximum-weight matchings periodically,
namely, every d+ 1 time steps. Every vertex in the selected matching is then matched, and
all other vertices are discarded.

Batching is used often in practice. In the context of kidney exchange, for example, most
programs operate on a fixed schedule (every few weeks or months). In ride-hailing and
ride-sharing applications, platforms often match passengers with rides in batches.

We conjecture that the competitive ratio of BATCHING is indeed 1
2
. In what follows,

we prove that it is lower bound bounded by 0.279 for all n and d.

Theorem 2. The competitive ratio of BATCHING is at least (0.279 +O(1/n)).

The proof of Theorem 2 requires multiple steps. First, we reduce the analysis of the
competitive ratio of BATCHING to a graph covering problem. More precisely, we show that
it is enough to show that Cd

n, the cycle with n vertices to the power d, can be covered by a
small number of cliques. Recall that raising a graph to the power d results in a graph with
the same set of vertices and paths of at most d hops in the original graph as edges. Second,
we show how a cover for small n can be extended to larger values of n at the cost of a small
rounding error. Finally, we establish a reduction that allows to consider only a finite set of
values for d. We conclude with a computer-aided argument for graphs in the finite family.
The reminder of this subsection provides the proof.

4.1.1 Reduction to a Graph Theoretic Problem

The first step is to reduce the analysis of the performance of BATCHING to the problem of
fractionally covering graphs from the family Cd

n, using ensembles of n
d+1

cliques of size d+ 1.
Given that the weights are arbitrary, we can assume that the underlying graph G is

complete. For any d and any arrival sequence σ ∈ Sn, define the path graph P d
n(σ) with

edge-weight vij = 1 if |σ(i) − σ(j)| ≤ d, and vij = 0 otherwise. In other words, P d
n(σ) is

essentially the path (σ(1), σ(2)), (σ(2), σ(3)), · · · , (σ(n− 1), σ(n)) taken to the power d.
Every batch in the algorithm has d + 1 vertices except the last batch which may have

fewer vertices. Let bi(σ, d) be the batch of vertex i under permutation σ and batch size
d + 1: bi(σ, d) is the unique integer such that (d + 1)(bi − 1) < σ(i) ≤ (d + 1)bi. We define
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the batched graph Bd
n(σ) with edge-weight vij = 1 if i and j are in the same batch (i.e.

bi(σ, d) = bj(σ, d)), and vij = 0 otherwise. Observe that Bd
n(σ) is a collection of disjoint

(d+ 1)-cliques. The following two definitions are crucial.

Definition 1 (Graph operations). For any two graphs H and H ′ with vertices 1, 2, . . . , n
and respective edge weights vij, v

′
ij, we define the following:

(i) The linear combination aH + bH ′ denotes the graph with edge weights avij + bv′ij.

(ii) The product H ∗H ′ denotes the graph with edge weights vij ∗ v′ij.

(iii) We say that H is a cover of H ′ if for all i, j, vi,j ≥ v′ij.

Definition 2 ((α, d)-cover). Let F be an unweighted graph with n vertices. We say that
a set of permutations {σ1, . . . , σK} ∈ Sn forms an (α, d)-cover of F if there exist values
λ1, . . . , λK ∈ [0, 1] such that

(i)
∑

k≤K λkB
d
n(σk) is a cover of F .

(ii)
∑

k≤K λk = α.

The next proposition will allow us to rephrase the competitive ratio of BATCHING in
terms of a graph covering problem. Note that the reduction abstracts away from the weights
that are chosen by the adversary.

Proposition 2. If there exists an (α, d)-cover of Cd
n, then BATCHING is 1/α-competitive.

Proof. For any graph H, let m(H) denote the value of a maximum-weight matching over H.
Observe that when the arrival sequence is σ, the graph G(d, σ) = P d

n(σ) ∗ G, and therefore
the offline algorithm collects weight equal to m(P d

n(σ) ∗G). Note that BATCHING collects
m(Bd

n(σ) ∗G).

Remark 1. Observe that for any graphs H,H ′, G and any a, b ∈ R, we have:

- m(aH + bH ′) ≤ am(H) + bm(H ′).

- If H is a cover of H ′, then, m(H ′ ∗G) ≤ m(H ∗G).

Let id be the identity permutation. Let {σ1, . . . , σK} be an (α, d)-cover of Cd
n. Fix an

arrival sequence σ ∈ Sn. We first claim that {σ1 ◦ σ, . . . , σK ◦ σ} is an (α, d)-cover of P d
n(σ).

For any σ ∈ Sn, let us denote βi,j(σ) and ρi,j(σ) to be the weights of edge (i, j) in Bd
n(σ)

and P d
n(σ) respectively. Consider (i, j) ∈ P d

n(σ): |σ(i)− σ(j)| ≤ d:∑
k

λkβi,j(σk ◦ σ) =
∑
k

λkI[bi(σk ◦ σ, d) = bj(σk ◦ σ, d)]

=
∑
k

λkI[bσ(i)(σk, d) = bσ(j)(σk, d)]

≥ ρ(id)σ(i),σ(j) = 1,
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where the last inequality is implied by the fact that {σ1, . . . , σK} is an (α, d)-cover of Cd
n and

therefore of P d
n(id). Therefore the claim holds using Remark 1.

Denote by BAT the value collected by the BATCHING algorithm and OFF the value
collected by the offline algorithm. Observe that

OFF =
1

n!

∑
σ∈Sn

m(P d
n(σ) ∗G)

≤ 1

n!

∑
σ∈Sn

∑
k

λkm(Bd
n(σk ◦ σ) ∗G)

=
1

n!

∑
k

λk
∑
σ′∈Sn

m(Bd
n(σ′) ∗G)

= αBAT,

where we used the change of variable σ′ = σk ◦ σ and the fact that the application
Ak : σ 7→ σk ◦ σ is a bijection.

We have reduced the analysis of Batching to a graph-theoretic problem without edge
weights. In what follows, we will show that we can reduce the problem further to find covers
of Cd

n for only small values of n and d.

4.1.2 Reducing n: Periodic Covers

We now wish to find (α, d)-covers for Cd
n for every n and d. In Proposition 3, we show that

it is sufficient to find periodic covers for small values of n.

Definition 3 (Periodic permutation). For p < n such that p divides n, we say that a
permutation σ ∈ Sn is p-periodic if for all i ∈ [1, n− p], σ(i+ p) ≡ σ(i) + p mod n.

A permutation σ is periodic if there exists p such that σ is p-periodic. Furthermore, an
(α, d)-cover {σ1, . . . , σK} is p-periodic if for all 1 ≤ k ≤ K, σk is p-periodic.

Proposition 3. Let p be a multiple of d+ 1, and n1 a multiple of p. Any p-periodic (α, d)-
cover of Cd

n1
can be extended into an (α +O(p/n), d)-cover of Cd

n for any n ≥ n1.

Proof. Let {σ1, ..., σK} be a p-periodic (α, d)-cover of Cd
n1

. We will show that it can be
extended into an (α, d)-cover of Cd

n.
Assume first now that n is a multiple of p. Let σ′k be the p-periodic permutation over

1, ..., n such that for all i ∈ [1, p], σ′k(i) = σk(i). Take i′, j′ ∈ [1, n] such that |i′ − j′| ≤ d.
Because n1 > p is a multiple of p, there exist i, j ∈ [1, n1] such that i ≡ i′ mod p, j ≡ j′

mod p and |i− j| ≤ d.
For any graph H, let Hij denote the weight vij in H. By p-periodicity of σk and σ′k, we

know that Bd
n(σ′k)i′,j′ = Bd

n1
(σk)i,j. Thus we can conclude that {σ′1, ..., σ′K} is an (α, d)-cover

of Cd
n.

Consider next the general case. When n is not a multiple of p, let v ∈ [1, p − 1] be the
remainder of the euclidian division of n by p, and u be such that n = pu+v. Let {σ1, ..., σK}
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be a p-periodic (α, d)-cover of Cd
n1

with associated weights {λ1, ..., λK}. We will show that
it can be extended into an (α (u/u−2) , d)-cover of Cd

n.
We set σ̃k to be the p-periodic permutation over 1, ..., pu such that for all i ∈ [1, p],

σ̃k(i) = σk(i). Let x be an integer in the interval [1, u + 1]. Define the permutation σ′k,x as
follows:

σ′k,x(i) =


σ̃k(i) i ≤ px

i+ (u− x)p i ∈ [px+ 1, px+ 1 + v]

σ̃k(i− v) i > px+ 1 + v.

(1)

Take i′, j′ ∈ [1, px] ∪ [px + 1 + v, n] such that |i′ − j′| ≤ d. Because n1 > p is a multiple
of p, there exist i, j ∈ [1, n1] such that i ≡ i′ mod p, j ≡ j′ mod p and |i − j| ≤ d. By
p-periodicity of σk and σ′k, we know that edge (i′, j′) is in Bd

n(σ′k) iff (i, j) is in Bd
n1

(σk). Thus
we can conclude that

∑
k λkB

d
n(σ′k,x) covers edge (i′, j′) of Cd

n.
Every edge is therefore covered for at least u − 2 different values of x. Therefore,∑
k

∑
x

u
u−2

λkB
d
n(σ′k,x) covers Cd

n. This means that (σk,x)k,x is an (α (u/u−2) , d)-cover of

Cd
n.

4.1.3 Reducing d: cycle contraction

In Proposition 3, we show that it is enough to find periodic (α, d)-covers of Cd
n for small

values of n. Next, we provide a reduction that enables us to consider only a finite set of
values for d. The key idea of the reduction is to contract vertices of Cd

n into n/u groups of

u vertices. The resulting graph also happens to be a cycle C
(d+1)/u
n/u . In Proposition 4, we

provide a way to expand an (α, u− 1)-cover on the contracted graph into an (α, d) cover on
the original graph.

Definition 4 (Cycle contraction). For any n, d and an integer u which divides n, we define
the u-contraction fu(C

d
n) to be the graph with vertices ak = {uk + 1, ..., u(k + 1)} for k ∈

[0, n/u − 1], and edges (ak, al) if and only if there exist i ∈ ak and j ∈ al with an edge (i, j)
in Cd

n.

Claim 3. For any d, if u > 1 divides d+ 1 and d+ 1 divides n, then fu(C
d
n) = C

(d+1)/u
n/u .

Proof. We first prove that C
(d+1)/u
n/u covers fk(C

d
n). Fix k, l ∈ [0, n/u−1], and assume that k < l.

If |l−k| ≤ (d+1)/u, then let i = u(k+1) and j = ul+1. We have |j−i| = u(l−k−1)+1 ≤ d,
thus (i, j) ∈ Cd

n and (k, l) ∈ fu(Cd
n).

Conversely, we now prove that fu(C
d
n) covers C

(d+1)/u
n/u . If there exist i ∈ ak and j ∈ al

such that |j − i| ≤ d, then u(l − k) ≤ ul + 1 − u(k + 1) ≤ d + 1 which implies that

(k, l) ∈ C(d+1)/u
n/u .

Proposition 4. Fix d ≥ 1. For d+1 > k ≥ 1, suppose that there is a periodic (α, k−1)-cover
of Ck

rk.
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Figure 5: Left: C3
12, with contraction for u = 2. Right: 2-Contracted graph f2(C3

12) = C2
6

with vertices a = {1, 2}, b = {3, 4}, ... f = {11, 12}.

(i) For any integer r, if k divides d+ 1 then there exists a periodic (α, d)-cover of Cd
r(d+1).

(ii) In general, if v is the remainder of the euclidian division of d+1 by k, then there exists
a periodic (α(1 + v/d+1−v)2, d)-cover of Cd

r(d+1).

Proof of (i). Suppose that d + 1 = ku and suppose that there exists p multiple of d + 1

such that we have a p-periodic (α, k − 1)-cover {σ1, ..., σK} of fu

(
Cd
r(d+1)

)
= Ck

rk. For any

permutation σ ∈ Srk we can construct a permutation σ′ ∈ Sr(d+1) in the following way: if
i ∈ at then σ′(i) = n

k
σ(t) + i. Because Bk

rk(σi) is a cover of Bd
r(d+1), we can conclude that

σ′1, ..., σ
′
K is an (α, d)-cover of Cd

r(d+1).

Proof of (ii). Suppose now that d + 1 = ku + v with 1 ≤ v < k. We first select vertices in
the following way: select a subset Φ ⊂ [1, d + 1] of d + 1− v vertices uniformly at random.
Take ∆ = Φ + ku[1, r − 1] = {a+ kub|a ∈ Φ, b ∈ [1, r − 1]} and note that |∆| = kur.

We now contract vertices in ∆. This is the same as in Definition 4: for t ∈ [1, u], at is the
set of u smallest vertices of ∆ that are not in a1 ∪ ... ∪ at−1. Because d+ 1− v is a multiple

of u, we have ai+k = ai + (d+ 1). This implies that the contracted graph is C
(d+1)/u
n/u .

Similarly to the proof of case (i), we extend a cover for C
(d+1)/u
n/u to cover every edge (i, j)

for i, j ∈ ∆. If we sum over all the possible ways to select subset Φ, we note that every edge

(i, j) ∈ Cd
r(d+1) is covered with probability at least

(
d+1−v
d+1

)2
.

4.1.4 Final step: Computer-aided proof of factor 2.79

We will now apply Proposition 3 with p = 2(d + 1) and n1 = 4(d + 1). Let Ωd be the set
of 2(d+ 1)-periodic permutations of 1, ..., 4(d+ 1). We can find covers for Cd

4(d+1) using the
following linear program:
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min
∑
σ∈Ωd

λσ

s.t.
∑
σ∈Ωd

λσI[bi(σ, d) = bj(σ, d)] ≥ 1, ∀(i, j) ∈ Cd
4(d+1)

λσ ∈ R+, σ ∈ Ωd

(LPd)

Proposition 5. Let αd be the solution to LPd. Let α = supd≥1 αd. Batching is (1/α +O(1/n))-
competitive.

Proof. Follows from Propositions 2 and 3.

The Linear program (LPd) has O(d!) variables, and solving it may not be computationally
possible when d is large. Using Proposition 4, we now provide a way to find upper bounds
on αd by solving a different LP on a smaller graph. Recall that Ωk−1 is the set of 2k-periodic
permutations of 1, ..., 4k. We define the problem of finding an (α, k − 1)-cover of the cycle
Ck

4k.

min
∑

σ∈Ωk−1

λσ

s.t.
∑

σ∈Ωk−1

λσI[bi(σ, k − 1) = bj(σ, k − 1)] ≥ 1, ∀(i, j) ∈ Ck
4k

λσ ∈ R+, σ ∈ Ωk−1

(LP’k)

We denote by α′k the solution to (LP’k). Solving (LP’k) numerically for k = 4 yields
α′4 ≤ 3.17 (See Table 1). For all d ≥ 52 Proposition 4 therefore implies that, αd ≤ 3.17 ∗(

51
49

)2
= 3.58. 2

It remains to check that for all d ≤ 50, αd ≤ 3.58. We either solve (LPd) directly (see left
Table 1) or use Proposition 4 (see right Table 1) to conclude. Observing that 2.79 ≤ 1

3.58
,

this allows us to conclude that Batching is 0.279-competitive, and concludes the proof for
Theorem 2.

4.2 A Hardness Result

Proposition 6. No algorithm is more than 1
2
-competitive even under the random arrival

model.

Proof. For the sake of contradiction, assume there is a (1/2 + ε)-competitive algorithm A
under the random arrival model for some 0 < ε < 1/2. Consider a graph with three vertices
{1, 2, 3}, with v12 = α and v23 = v13 = ε′α, where 0 < α and 0 < ε′ < 1 are some constants.
Let d = 1, i.e., vertices can only be matched to the ones arriving just before or after them.
Let E denote the event that the arrival order is such that vertices 1 and 2 can be matched
together. We have Pr[E] = 2/3. Since OFF can collect α by matching vertices 1 and 2 when

2We note that our methodology can be extended to obtain a better factor. For instance, being able to
solve (LPd) for values higher than 50 should bring the competitive ratio closer to 1

3 .
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d αd α′d

1 2
2 2.33 4
3 2.5 3.45
4 2.64 3.17
5 2.71 3.15
6 2.75 3.12
7 2.79 3.09
8 2.83 3.08
9 2.99∗ 3.07
10 3.2∗ 3.20∗

11 3.11∗ 3.153∗

12 3.264∗

13 3.23∗ 3.318∗

d αd ≤ k used

17 3.58 4
19 3.48 6
23 3.44 11
29 3.31 7
31 3.36 5
37 3.30 6
41 3.31 5
43 3.24 7
47 3.35 9

Table 1: Left: Numerical values for αd and α′d for small values of d. Starred elements
were solved approximately (are therefore upper bounds on the actual value). Right: Upper
bounds for αd for prime values of d; derived from Proposition 4 using the following formula:

αd ≤ αk
(
d+1−v
d+1

)2
for k ≤ d and v = d mod k .

event E occurs, it collects an expected match weight of at least 2α
3

. Given A is (1/2 + ε)-
competitive, it must collect an expected match weight of at least α

3
+ 2αε

3
. Since any algorithm

can collect at most αε′ when event E does not occur, we infer that, conditioned on E, the
conditional expected match weight collected by A is at least (α

3
+ 2αε

3
−αε

′
3

)/2
3

= α
2

+ αε− αε′

2
.

On the other hand, it is easy to see that conditioned on E, A essentially solves a secretary
problem with two arrivals (corresponding to the two edge arrivals in the second and third
time steps). Since no randomized algorithm can pick the larger weight edge with probability
larger than 1/2 in this case, the conditional expected match weight collected byA, conditioned
on E, is at most α

2
+ αε′.

We obtain α
2

+αε− αε′

2
< α

2
+αε′. Choosing ε′ < 2ε

3
gives us the desired contradiction.

5 Extensions

5.1 Stochastic departures in the Adversarial Order

Note that the analysis of POSTPONED GREEDY did not assume that vertices depart ex-
actly after d time steps since arrival. In particular, we can obtain a 1/4-competitive algorithm
as long as departures are in order of arrivals and we get to know when a vertex becomes
critical. Here, we reconsider the adversarial order setting but relax the assumption that
vertices depart in order of arrivals. In particular we assume that the departure time di of
vertex i is sampled independently from a distribution D. Moreover, for every vertex i, the
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realization di is observed at the time i becomes critical.
We can run the POSTPONED GREEDY algorithm even in this setting of stochastic

departures. We need a natural modification to the algorithm. When vertex i becomes
critical with m(si) = bl, we finalize the matching of vertex i with vertex l if the status of
vertex i is a seller and vertex l has not already departed.

Proposition 7. Suppose that there exists α ∈ (0, 1) such that D satisfies the property that
for all i < j,

P[i+ di ≤ j + dj|i+ di ≥ j] ≥ α.

Then modified POSTPONED GREEDY is α/4-competitive.

Proof. Recall that in the case of departures in order of arrivals, POSTPONED GREEDY
ensures statuses of vertices are synchronized. In the case of stochastic departures however,
when a vertex i becomes critical with m(si) = bl, the statuses of vertices i and l can both
turn out to be sellers. But if that happens, it implies that vertex l has departed when vertex
i becomes critical and the modified algorithm will not match the two vertices together. Thus
the algorithm always outputs a valid matching.

Note that a vertex assumes the status of a seller or buyer with probability 1/2 each,
independent of the realization of the departure times. Moreover, with probability at least α,
vertex l is still present when vertex i becomes critical. Thus, when vertex i becomes critical,
we collect pf (si) with probability at least α/2. The rest of the proof follows similarly to that
of Theorem 1.

D is called memory-less process, conditional on i still being present when j arrives, the
probability that i departs first is exactly 1/2. Therefore, the above condition is satisfied with
α = 1/2.

Corollary 2. POSTPONED GREEDY is 1/8-competitive when D is memory-less.

5.2 Look-ahead Under Random Order

Here, We assume that the online algorithm knows the vertices that will arrive in the next l
time steps along with their adjacent edges. We can update the BATCHING Algorithm in
the following way: every d+ l+ 1 time steps, compute a maximum-weight matching on both
the current vertices and the next l arrivals. Match vertices as they become critical according
to the matching, and discard unmatched vertices. Note that this is the same as running
Batching when the deadline is d+ l.

Proposition 8. There exists an (d+l+1
l+1

, d+ l)-cover of Cd
n.

Proof. For k ∈ [0, d + l], let σk(i) = i + k mod n. Let i, j be such that |i − j| ≤ d, then
bi(σk, d) = bj(σk, d) for at least l + 1 different values of k. We can conclude that σ0, ..., σd+l

is a (d+l+1
l+1

, d+ l)-cover by taking λ0 = ... = λd+l = 1
l+1

.

Corollary 3. BATCHING with l-lookahead is l+1
d+l+1

-competitive when n is large.
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5.3 Adversarial Order: Alternative to Greedy

Consider the adversarial order of arrival settings. Observe that under the greedy algorithm,
once a buyer becomes unmatched it never matches again. In this section we present another
algorithm, referred to as Dynamic Deferred Acceptance (DDA), that does not have this
property.

The DDA will receive as input a constrained bipartite graph. The main idea is to maintain
a tentative maximum-weight matching m at all times during the run of the algorithm. This
tentative matching is updated according to an auction mechanism: every seller s is associated
with a price ps, which is initiated at zero upon arrival. Every buyer b that that already
arrived and yet to become critical is associated with a profit margin qb which corresponds
to the value of matching to their most preferred seller minus the price associated with that
seller. Every time a new buyer arrives, she bids on her most preferred seller at the current
set of prices. This triggers a bidding process that terminates when no unmatched buyer can
profitably bid on a seller.

When a seller becomes critical, she is irrevocably matched to her tentative match. A
buyer is discarded only if she is unmatched and becomes critical.

At any point t throughout the algorithm, we maintain a set of sellers St, a set of buyers
Bt, as well as a matching m, a price ps for every seller s ∈ St, and a marginal profit qb for
every buyer b ∈ Bt.

ALGORITHM 4: Dynamic Deferred Acceptance

• Input: an online graph with deadline d, Gd,σ.

• Process each event in the following way:

1. Arrival of a seller s: Initialize ps ← 0 and m(s)← ∅.
2. Arrival of a buyer b: Start the following ascending auction.

Repeat

(a) Let qb ← maxs′∈St vs′,b − ps′ and s← argmaxs′∈Stvs′,b − ps′ .
(b) If qb > 0 then

i. ps ← ps + ε.

ii. m(s)← b (tentatively match s to b)

iii. Set b to ∅ if s was not matched before. Otherwise, let b be the previous
match of s.

Until qb ≤ 0 or b = ∅.
3. Departure of a seller s: If seller s becomes critical and m(s) 6= ∅, finalize the

matching of s and m(s) and collect the reward of vs,m(s).

Our algorithm bears similarities to the auction algorithm by Bertsekas (1988). Prices
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in this auction increase by ε to ensure termination, and optimality is proven through ε-
complementary slackness conditions. For the analysis, we consider the limit ε → 0 and
assume the auction phase terminates with the maximum weight matching. 3

The auction phase is always initiated at the existing prices and profit margins. This,
together with the fact that the graph is bipartite, ensures that prices never decrease and
and marginal profits never increase throughout the algorithm. Furthermore, the prices and
marginal profits of the sellers and buyers that are present in the “market” form an optimum
dual for the matching linear program.

Lemma 1. Consider the DDA algorithm on a constrained bipartite graph.

1. Sellers’ prices never decrease, and buyers’ profit margins never increase.

2. At the end of every ascending auction, prices of the sellers and the marginal profits
of the buyers form an optimal solution to the dual of the matching linear program
associated with buyers and sellers present at that particular time.

Maintaining a maximum-weight matching along with optimum dual variables does not
guarantee an efficient matching for the whole graph. The dual values are not always feasible
for the offline problem. Indeed, the profit margin of some buyer b may decrease after some
seller departs the market. This is because b may face increasing competition from new
buyers, while the bidding process excludes sellers that have already departed the market
(whether matched or not).

Proposition 9. DDA is 1/2-competitive for constrained bipartite graphs.

Proof. The proof follows the primal-dual framework. First, observe that by complementary
slackness, any seller s (buyer b) that departs unmatched has a final price pfs = 0 (final
profit margin qfb = 0). When a seller s is critical and matches to b, we have vs,b = pfs + qfb .

Therefore, DDA collects a reward of A =
∑

s∈S p
f
s +

∑
b∈B q

f
b .

Second, let us consider a buyer b and a seller s ∈ [b − d, b) who has arrived before b
but not more than d steps before. Because sellers do not finalize their matching before they
are critical, we know that s ∈ Sb. An ascending auction may be triggered at the time of b’s
arrival, after which we have: vs,b ≤ ps(b)+qb(b) ≤ pfs +qib, where the second inequality follows
from the definition that qb(b) = qib and from the monotonicity of sellers’ prices (Lemma 1).
Thus, (pf , qi) is a feasible solution to the offline dual problem.

Finally, we observe that upon the arrival of a new buyer, the ascending auction does not
change the sum of prices and margins for vertices who were already present:

Claim 4. Consider an arriving buyer b, and let p, q (p′, q′) be the prices and margins before
at the beginning (the end) the ascending auction phase (Step 2(a) in Algorithm 1). Then:∑

s∈St

ps +
∑
b∈Bt

qb =
∑
s∈St

p′s +
∑
b∈Bt

q′b. (2)

3One way to formalize this argument is through the Hungarian algorithm Kuhn (1955), where prices are
increased simultaneously along an alternating path that only uses edges for which the dual constraint is
tight.
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Where St and Bt are the set of sellers and buyers present before b arrived.

Proof of Claim 4. Because auctions are always started by buyers, no previously matched
seller will become unmatched. Thus, except for the buyer which started the auction, every
increase in a seller’s price is exactly matched by a buyer’s decrease in margin.

By applying this equality iteratively after each arrival, we can relate the initial margins
qi to the final margins qf and prices pf :

Claim 5.
∑

s∈S p
f
s +

∑
b∈B q

f
b =

∑
b∈B q

i
b.

This completes the proof of Proposition 1 given that the offline algorithm achieves at
most:

O ≤
∑
s∈S

pfs +
∑
b∈B

qib ≤ 2A.

Proof of Claim 5. We iteratively apply the result of Claim 4 after any new arrival. Let S̃t
(resp. B̃t) be the set of sellers (buyers) who have departed, or already been matched before
time t. We show by induction over t ≤ T that:∑

s∈S̃t

pfs +
∑
b∈B̃t

qfb +
∑
s∈St

ps(t) +
∑
b∈Bt

qb(t) =
∑
b∈B̃t

qib +
∑
b∈Bt

qib. (3)

This is obvious for t = 1. Suppose that it is true for t ∈ [1, T−1]. Note that departures do not
affect (3). If the agent arrivint at t+ 1 is a seller, then for all other sellers s, ps(t+ 1) = ps(t)
and for all buyers b, qb(t+ 1) = qb(t), thus (3), is clearly still satisfied. Suppose that vertex
t+ 1 is a buyer. Using equation (2), we have:

∑
s∈St+1

ps(t+ 1) +
∑
b∈Bt+1

qb(t+ 1) (4)

= qt+1(t+ 1) +
∑
b∈Bt

qb(t) +
∑
s∈St

ps(t) (5)

=
∑
b∈Bt+1

qib. (6)

Note that at time T + d, every vertex has departed. Thus, S̃T+d = S, B̃T+d = B and
ST+d = BT+d = ∅. This enables us to conclude our induction and the proof for (3).
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6 Conclusion

This paper introduces a model for dynamic matching, in which agents arrive in the market
over time and depart after being in the market for some amount of time. Match values
are heterogeneous and the underlying graph may be non-bipartite. Online algorithms are
established for settings in which vertices arrive either in an adversarial or in random order.
The model imposes restrictions on the departure process and allows the algorithm to know
when vertices become critical and are about to leave.

In the adversarial arrival case, we introduce two new 1/4-competitive algorithms when
departures are deterministic and agents depart in order of arrival. In the random arrival
case, we show that a batching algorithm is 0.279-competitive. Closing the gaps between the
upper bound of 1/2 and the achievable competitive ratios remain interesting open problems.

We also point out a few other interesting research directions. One is to consider an
alternative objective that in addition to achieve a high total value from matches also seeks
to match a large number of agents. The algorithmic techniques developed in this paper might
prove useful in devising online matching strategies with better guarantees in this setting.

Another direction is to consider a stochastic setting with prior information over weights
and future arrivals. Such information is available in several real-life situations. For example,
in ride-sharing applications, stochastic information of future arrivals is usually available from
past arrival data or other extraneous sources such as weather and events data. Designing
algorithms that can harness stochastic information of future arrivals has been an active and
fruitful area of research in a variety of matching models. Our algorithms in this paper do not
exploit any stochastic information of future arrivals, and designing algorithmic techniques
that can do so in our matching model is a very important research direction.

Lastly, our model assumes that matches retain the same value regardless of when they
are made as long as the agents are still in the market. We showed that the POSTPONED
GREEDY algorithm does not guarantee any constant competitive ratio if matches lose their
value over time. Thus, an interesting research direction is to devise algorithms accounting
for agents’ waiting times in the matching process. This would require devising techniques to
balance the trade-off between waiting longer for better matches and making matches faster
to retain their value.
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